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A team that creates porn animations using game character models. 
Animations of such artists as Bewyx, Arhoangel, Gnomfist and Elferan 

inspired them to their work, from which it all began.
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MR.X-BASH: Can you describe why you 
chose to call yourselves by “Grand Cupido?”. 
Is there any particular style behind your 
brand or persona? 

Grand Cupido: Grand Cupido. Hmm... When 
I pick nickname I read a lot of greek literature.

MR.X-BASH: How and why did your journey 
into adult animation begin? What was your 
initial inspiration for choosing this work? 

Grand Cupido: I watched 3d animations on 
the internet and I like them, I wanted to try, 
I download blender and try :). I started from 
classic Ellowas Overwatch animations. At the 
same time, I worked in the factory and I don’t 
like the job :)  

MR.X-BASH: Who or what is your primary 
inspiration behind the characters you choose 
to portray? What primarily interests or draws 
you into the scenes you choose to explore? 
Is there a primary point of view or fantasy 
you’re trying to offer?  

Grand Cupido: Characters? Myself :). 

Sometimes when I drive in the bus or go to chill 
on the couch for a minute some ideas 
just come in my mind and I write them 
in the notebook and realize later, and some 
ideas are from my Patreons :) 
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(...) When I pick nickname I read 
a lot of greek literature. (...)
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MR.X-BASH: What is your primary source 
for your models and sound design? Do you 
do much modeling or alteration yourself 
before animation?

Grand Cupido: I have some models made by 
myself, some from the internet and sometimes, 
I edit models. It depends on the mood 
and amount of strength.

MR.X-BASH: What’s your setup look like for 
creating animations? What programs or other 
tools do you prefer to use? 

Grand Cupido: I love to use Blender. Sometimes 
I edit images in Paint or in Photoshop.

MR.X-BASH: Could you describe your 
process for creating animation, from idea 
to production? How do you decide what 
should be made? How long does it typically 
take to finish a project?  

Grand Cupido: I sit and make animation 
in Blender for a couple of hours. When 
I’m tired, I go to sleep or I play on „Call of Duty”.

MR.X-BASH: What do you like most about 
being a part of the adult entertainment 
industry? What do you like least about it?   

Grand Cupido: I have to be anonymous not 
a lot of people know about it. If I show them 
some of my works they gonna be in total 
shock XD. What I like in job - almost complete 
freedom of work, of fantasies :). I customize 
my desk whatever I want.

MR.X-BASH: Do you have any plans for 
the future of your work?   

Grand Cupido: More longer and qualitier.

MR.X-BASH: I’d love to know your favorite 
characters to portray in your art. Do you 
have a favorite character in general from 
any movie, game, or other media? If so, why?  

Grand Cupido: Widowmaker. She just hot, 
and when I used to play Overwatch, sometimes 
people play Widowmaker and I just followed 
the characters and look on the character 
forms from behind :P.

When Nier Automata come out I was obsessed 
with 2B character for a year. Very hot, lewd 
character design.
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(...)When I’m tired, I go to sleep 
or I play on „Call of Duty”.(...)
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MR.X-BASH: You describe yourself as 
a team and I’ve noticed multiple authors 
in your credited works. What does the structure 
of your team look like? Are you more of a band 
or a hierarchy?

Grand Cupido: Yes, a couple of good 
animators. We work together, help each other, 
like a band, chaotically.

MR.X-BASH: Traditional question: Do you 
like CREAMPIE ;D?

Grand Cupido: YES! Now, we are gonna do 
in my animations more often, couple times 
in a month. I finally get the technology :) 

MR. X-BASH: Do you have anyone you 
would like to thank or give a shout out to? 

Grand Cupido: I want to thanks FPSBlyck. 
When I feel bad, he always tells stories 
about how he felt bad, and how he overcomes 
all life difficulties. Thanks to that I understand 
that I can work harder and my problems not 
that serious.

Audiodude, for his perfect sound, and for his 
eye. He always notice all slightest details 
in my animations (for example like a car 
model BMW in the background).

Also Elferan, he always supports me and tells 
me that I can do better, more high-quality 
animations.

And Bewyx – for the best quality animations. 

Also, all who read this and stay safe. I hope 
this viral garbage will pass by the summer, 
we will all relax, finally, go out from home 
and chill outside. Thanks to all my Patrons 
and Followers, I love You very much. 

And Big Thank You to Mr.X-BASH for the great 
interview.
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(...) 
I hope this viral garbage will pass by 
the summer, we will all relax, finally, 
go out from home and chill outside. 
Thanks to all my Patrons and Followers, 
I love You very much. 
(...)
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